Abstract. The problem of scheduling a set of tasks on two parallel and identical processors is considered. The executions of tasks are constrained by precedence relations. The running times of the tasks are independent random variables with a common exponential distribution. The goal of scheduling is to minimize the makespan, i.e. the maximum task completion time. A simple optimal preemptive policy is proven to stochastically minimize the makespan when the precedence graph belongs to a class of forest-cut graphs.
Introduction
Parallel programs are usually represented by task graphs which are directed acyclic graphs where vertices represent tasks and arcs represent precedence relations between tasks. The executions of these tasks have to satisfy these precedence constraints in such a way that a task can start execution only when all its predecessor tasks have completed execution. For any given task graph, the scheduling problem consists in assigning tasks to a set of processors in such a way that the makespan, i.e. the maximum task completion time, is minimized. Due to the partial order relation de ned on the set of tasks, such a scheduling problem is NP-hard in general (see Ullman 15] ), even when the task running times are equal. The reader is referred to Liu and Sanlaville 10] for a survey of complexity results and optimal polynomial algorithms for special cases.
Most scheduling literature is concerned with the deterministic scheduling problem, where task running times are assumed to be known constants. However, in practice, task running times are di cult to obtain in advance. For example, when a task contains loops, the number of iterations can depend on the input data. Even if a task contains a xed number of executions of several instructions, the number of memory cycles per instruction can depend on the contentions on shared memory.
In this paper, we consider the scheduling problem where task running times are random variables. More speci cally, we assume that task running times are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with a common exponential distribution. The goal of scheduling is to nd optimal preemptive schedule that stochastically minimizes the makespan.
When the task graph is an in-forest, and there are two (parallel and identical) processors, Chandy and Reynolds 2] proved that the Highest Level rst (HL) policy minimizes the expected makespan. Here, the level of a task is simply the distance from it to the root of the tree it appears. They also have given one counterexample for in-trees under HL policy with three processors. Bruno 1] subsequently showed that HL stochastically minimizes the makespan when the system has two identical parallel processors. Pinedo and Weiss 13] extended this last result to the case where tasks at di erent levels may have di erent expected task running times. Frostig 7] further generalized the result of Pinedo and Weiss to include increasing likelihood ratio distributions for the task running times. When the number of identical parallel processors in the system is arbitrarily xed, and the task running times have a common exponential distribution, Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis 11] proved that HL is asymptotically optimal as the number of tasks tends to in nity.
Co man and Liu 3] investigated the stochastic scheduling of out-forest with exponential task running times. For the uniform out-forests where all the subtrees are ordered by an embedding relation, they showed that an intuitive priority scheduling policy induced by the embedding relation, referred to as the Largest Tree (LT) policy in this paper, stochastically minimizes the makespan when there are two processors. For a more restrictive graph, the r-uniform out-forests, they showed the optimality of LT policy for arbitrary number of processors.
Liu and Sanlaville 9] proved the optimality of Most Successor (MS) policy when the task graph is an interval-order graph and when the task running times have a common exponential distribution. MS stochastically minimizes the makespan on any xed number of processors.
In this paper, we investigate scheduling of fork-join graphs obtained from combination of in-forests and out-forests. We show that when there are two processors, the policy Highest Level Most Successors (HLMS) stochastically minimizes the makespan on two processors. This result generalizes known results on stochastic scheduling of forests on two processors.
In the next section, we de ne the notation used in the paper. In Section 3 we prove that the policy HLMS stochastically minimizes the makespan of task graphs belonging to the class of forest-cut graphs. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 4.
Notation
A task graph G = (V; E) is a directed acyclic graph, where V = f1; 2; ; jV jg is the set of vertices representing tasks, E V V is the set of arcs representing precedence constraints: (i; j) 2 E if and only if task i must be completed before task j can start. Denote by p(i) and s(i) the sets of immediate predecessors and successors of i 2 V , respectively, i.e., p(i) = fj : (j; i) 2 Eg; s(i) = fj : (i; j) 2 Eg:
Graph G is an in-forest, illustrated in Figure 1 (resp. out-forest, illustrated in Figure 2 ) if js(i)j 1 (resp. jp(i)j 1) for all i 2 G. Let S(i) be the set of (not The set of successors S(i) and the vertex i form a subgraph of G denoted by S i (G).
All vertices i 2 V that have no predecessor (resp. successor) are initial (resp. 
and E(T l (G)) and E(D l (G)) are restrictions of E on V (T l (G)) and V (D l (G)). In order to simplify the notations we will denote only by T(G) and D(G) the top and the down of some graph separated by level l, when l is some xed level for all graphs.
We now introduce majorization notions for comparing graphs. Two graphs F and G are identical, F = G, if they have the same sets of vertices and arcs. We say that F is atter than G, denoted by F f G, if 8i; i 0 :
Let G 1 ; G 2 be two out-trees. Out-tree G 1 is said to embed out-tree G 2 Figure 2 is a uniform out-forest.
The embedding relation is extended to uniform out-forests: Let G 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ) be two uniform out-forests. Assume that the vertices of G 1 and G 2 are indexed in such a way that S 1 (G 1 ) e S 2 (G 1 ) e e S jV 1 j (G 1 ); S 1 (G 2 ) e S 2 (G 2 ) e e S jV 2 j (G 2 ): Out-forest G 1 is embedded in G 2 , referred to as G 1 e G 2 , if and only if jV 1 j jV 2 j; and 8i; 1 i jV 1 j : S i (G 1 ) e S i (G 2 ): Note that if G is a uniform out-forest, then for any v 2 G with p(v) = ;, G ? fvg e G, where G ? fvg denotes the graph obtained by removing v from G.
We shall study a class G of task graphs, referred to as forest-cut graphs, which can be cut into an in-forest and a uniform out-forest. More precisely, G is the class of graphs satisfying the following conditions.
De nition 1. For any graph G = (V; E) 2 G, there exists a level l such that
is a uniform out-forest, whose vertices can be labeled in such a way that S 1 (T l (G)) e S 2 (T l (G)) e e S jV (T l (G))j (T l (G)); (3) and that the subgraphs are in the atness relation
The level l will be called the cut level.
As an example, by combining the inforest of Figure 1 and the out-forest of Figure 2 , we obtain the forest-cut graph in Figure 3 .
Another example of forest-cut graphs are fork-join task graphs, cf. We extend the notion of atness as follows. Let F; G 2 G be two forest-cut graphs with the same cut level l, the relation of extended atness, denoted by F f G, means that jV (T l (F ))j jV (T l (G))j; and 8i; 1 i jV (T l (F ))j : S i (F ) f S i (G): The proofs of our main result will use a coupling argument based on the following well-known result due to Strassen 14] , where = st denotes equality in distribution.
Lemma 1 (Strassen) . Two only the enabled tasks (those without any un nished predecessors, i.e. the initial vertices in the remaining task graph) with the smallest labels are executed on the parallel processors. In other words, the HLMS assigns the tasks at the highest level among the enabled tasks to available processors. If several enabled tasks are at the same level, the priority is given to the task with most successors. By convention, the available task with the lowest label is assigned to processor 1. We will consider preemptive policies where executions of tasks can be preempted and resumed without penalty.
Let denote the class of preemptive policies which use no information on task running times. For any policy , let (G) denote the makespan of G, i.e. the completion time of all tasks of G under policy . Let denote policy HLMS. We will show that for two processors, a policy is optimal for the class G of task graphs if and only if the policy is HLMS. In order to simplify the proofs of this result, we make some restrictions on the class of policies . Observe rst that due to the memorylessness property of exponential distributions, the distribution of the remaining running time of a task running on a processor is still exponential with the same parameter. If we represent the state of the system by the remaining task graph and the distributions of the remaining running times of the tasks, then the state does not change between the instants of task completions. Therefore, we can, without loss of generality, conne ourselves to the class of policies where preemptions and new task assignments occur only at the instants of task completions. These instants are referred to as the decision epochs. Hence, we assume that all the policies in make their scheduling decisions at these time instants only. A second consequence of the memorylessness property is that any idling scheduling policy (A policy is idling if it leaves some processors idle whereas there are enabled tasks waiting for execution.) is never optimal. Therefore, we assume without loss of generality that contains only nonidling preemptive policies. We analyze the embedding of the remaining uniform out-forests after removing the second highest initial vertex from both graphs, if any. If out-forests F and G are empty, the embedding relation holds trivially (both remaining out-forests are empty). It is simple to see that if F is empty the embedding relation is preserved (if a vertex is deleted from G). If F and G are not empty, then we consider three cases: Case 1: In F there is only one initial vertex (the highest one) and in G vertex s 2 G is the second highest initial vertex. It means that only vertex s 2 G is deleted.
The embedding relation of the trees of successors of the highest vertex in F, respectively in G, guarantees the extended embedding relation F = S 1 (F ) e S 1 (G) e G ? fsg: Case 2: In G there is only one initial vertex (the highest one) and r 2 F is the second highest initial vertex of F. It is trivial that the removal of r from F implies F ? frg e F e G; which means that the extended embedding relation is preserved. Case 3: Both F and G have at least two initial vertices. Let r (resp. s) be the second highest initial vertex of F (resp. G). There are two subcases: Thus, the extended embedding relation is preserved after deletion of r and s. Proof. Since H 2 G is a forest-cut graph, we obtain a cut level l for which T(H) = (V (T (H)); E(T(H))) is a uniform out-forest, and that for i 2 f1; : : : ; jV (T (H))jg,
S 1 (T (H)) e S 2 (T (H)) e e S jV (T (H))j (T (H)); (2) S 1 (H) f S 2 (H) f f S jV (T (H))j (H): (3)
Owing to the transitivity of relations e and f , the embedding relation (2) and the atness relation (3) implies that for any two subgraphs F; G of H, if T(F) e T(G) then F f G. We consider the coupled processing model where both processors 1; 2 are continuously executing tasks. When a task is assigned to a processor, it is assigned a running time equal to the remainder of the running time already underway at that processor. Thus, if tasks u 2 F and v 2 G are assigned to the same processor at the same time, they have the same (remaining) running time. We will show that in such a probability space (F ) (G) a:s: (5) Denote by fc n g 1 n=1 the (increasing) sequence of completion times of the tasks in F and G at both processors under the HLMS policy. Let c 0 = 0 be the starting time. Let F n = (V (F n ); E(F n )) and G n = (V (G n ); E(G n )) be the remaining graphs of F, respectively G, at time c n under HLMS in the coupled model. We show by induction that for all n 0, F n G n ; (6) which immediately implies (5).
For n = 0, it is trivial that F 0 = F G = G 0 : Assume that (6) holds for some n 0.
Let u 1 ; ; u m 1 (resp. v 1 ; ; v m 2 ) be the tasks of F n (resp. G n ) that are assigned to the processors 1; ; m 1 (resp. 1; ; m 2 ) under the HLMS policy.
: If F n is empty, then (6) trivially holds for n + 1. Assume that F n is not empty, then c n+1 corresponds to a completion at some processor, say processor h, 1 h max(m 1 ; m 2 ). Let u h , if any, be at level l 1 , and v h , if any, be at level l 2 . Tasks u h and/or v h complete at time c n+1 . If m 1 = 1 (resp. m 2 = 1) then there is only one enabled task in F n (resp. G n ). Moreover, the decision epoch c n+1 corresponds to a completion either at processor 1, i.e. h = 1 and tasks u 1 and v 1 are completed, or at processor 2, i.e. h = 2 and tasks u 2 and v 2 (if any) are completed. Therefore, we consider these two cases. Case 1: h = 1.
In this case, both tasks u 1 of F and v 1 of G complete. Under the inductive assumption we have L(F n ) L(G n ): Since tasks u 1 and v 1 are at the highest level in both graphs, we obtain that 8i; L(F n ) + 1 i L(G n ) :
which implies: F n+1 f G n+1 : Owing to the facts that T(F n ) e T(G n ) and that tasks u 1 and v 1 are at the highest level in both graphs, we obtain T(F n+1 ) = T(F n ) ? fu 1 g e T(G n ) ? fv 1 g = T(G n+1 ):
Moreover, according to Lemma 3, the extended embedding relation of uniform out-forests implies the extended atness relation for the subgraphs F n+1 f G n+1 : Therefore, relation (6) holds for n + 1 in Case 1. Case 2: h = 2 (completion at processor 2).
Using Lemma 2, we conclude that the completion of the second highest enabled task of F n and G n preserves the extended embedding relation of uniform out-forests T(F n+1 ) e T(G n+1 ): Applying further Lemma 3 implies the extended atness relation F n+1 f G n+1 : Thus, we have only to verify that the ordinary atness relation for graphs F n+1 and G n+1 holds at time c n+1 . We consider three subcases: It is simple to see that 8i; i l 2 + 1 :
8i; 0 i l 2 :
So the atness relation F n+1 f G n+1 holds for n + 1. Case 2.3.2: l 1 l 2 . Since in both graphs there is a completed task, we obtain 8i; 0 i l 1 :
Moreover, since tasks u 1 2 F n and v 1 2 G n are not completed, we have
There are two possibilities: either L(F n ) < l or L(F n ) l, where l is the cut level of graph H. Case 2.3.2.a: L(F n ) < l. Task graph F n is an in-forest with the second highest enabled task at level l 1 . Thus, there is at most one task at levels i l 1 + 1, so that 8i l 1 + 1 :
Using the extended atness relation on graphs F n+1 f G n+1 , we obtain 8i l 1 + 1 :
which implies F n+1 f G n+1 : Therefore, the relation (6) holds for step n + 1 in Case 2. Thus, by induction, relation (6) holds for all n 1. Consequently, (F ) (G) a:s: in that probability space. Applying further Strassen's Theorem allows us to conclude. Proof. We couple the running times on processors 1 and 2 in such a way that under both policies and , the running time on processor n starting from time 0 is n , 1 n 2. In such a coupled model, the second decision epoch occur at the same time under both policies. Let this time epoch be xed, referred to as c 1 = min( 1 ; 2 ). The assertion of the lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 5. Indeed, due to Lemma 5, in order to stochastically minimize the makespan, the processors should be assigned the enabled tasks with the largest sets of successors. Proof of Theorem 1. In order to prove the theorem, we construct a nite sequence of policies f n g N n=0 , jV j ? 1 N 2jV j. For 1 n N, policy n takes exactly the same scheduling decisions as at times c 0 ; c 1 ; ; c n?1 , i.e., the same tasks are assigned to the same processors at these time instants under policies and n . From time c n , policy n follows the HLMS rule. By de nition, 0 is an HLMS policy.
We use a backward induction on n to show that for all n, 0 n N, n (H) st (H): (9) For 1 n N, let H n be the remaining task graph of H at time c n under . It is clear that H 1 = H and H N has a single vertex. Applying Lemma 6 to the task graph H N implies that N (H) = c N + (H N ) st c N + (H N ) = (H): Therefore, (9) holds for n = N. Assume that relation (9) holds for some 0 n N. Then n?1 (H) = c n?1 + (H n?1 ) st c n?1 + n (H n?1 ) = n (H); where we used Lemma 6 to obtain the inequality. Thus, by induction, relation (9) holds for all 0 n N. Taking n = 0 immediately implies relation (1) .
Moreover, it is not di cult to see that HLMS is the only policy that satis es relation (1) . Indeed, from the proof of Lemma 5, one can show that if a policy violates the HLMS rule, then, with positive probability (H) < (H).
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have analyzed the stochastic scheduling problem for the minimization of makespan of a set of partially ordered tasks. When the task running times are i.i.d. random variables with a common exponential distribution, and the task graph is forest-cut, we have shown that HLMS policy stochastically minimizes the makespan on two processors.
Notice that the optimality result of HLMS policy does not hold when there are at least three processors. In fact, even in the special cases of in-forests and out-forests, counterexamples have been provided in the literature for the minimization of the average makespan, see 2] for in-forests and 3] for out-forests.
The proof techniques that we have used are based on majorization relations (for comparing task graphs) and coupling arguments (for sample path analysis). These techniques turn out to be very useful to tackle complex scheduling problems like the one considered in the paper.
Our result can be generalized to the case of two uniform processors (processors with di erent speeds) with variable pro le (where the set of available processors varies in time). This generalization can be carried out using an analogous approach of Liu and Sanlaville 9] .
Throughout this paper, we assumed that the task running times are exponentially distributed random variables. We conjecture that the optimality result extends to the case when task running times have an increasing-likelihood-ratio distribution.
